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Abstract
We have developed a machine learning toolbox, called SHOGUN, which is designed for unified
large-scale learning for a broad range of feature types and learning settings. It offers a considerable
number of machine learning models such as support vector machines, hidden Markov models, mul-
tiple kernel learning, linear discriminant analysis, and more. Most of the specific algorithms are
able to deal with several different data classes. We have used this toolbox in several applications
from computational biology, some of them coming with no lessthan 50 million training exam-
ples and others with 7 billion test examples. With more than athousand installations worldwide,
SHOGUN is already widely adopted in the machine learning community and beyond. SHOGUN is
implemented in C++ and interfaces toMATLAB ,TM R, Octave, Python, and has a stand-alone com-
mand line interface. The source code is freely available under the GNU General Public License,
Version 3 athttp://www.shogun-toolbox.org.
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1. Introduction

With the great advancements of machine learning in the past few years, manynew learning algo-
rithms have been proposed, implemented in C/C++, and made publicly available. Their availability
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has enabled systematic comparisons between newly developed methods, leading to an increased
visibility, and supporting their broad adoption in the community of machine learningas well as in
many others (see discussion in Sonnenburget al., 2007). However, for example, there currently
exist more than 20 different publicly available implementations of Support Vector Machine (SVM)
solvers. Each one comes with its own interface, a small set of available kernel functions, and unique
benefits and drawbacks. There is no single unified way of interfacing withthese implementations,
even though they all are based on essentially the same methodology of supervised learning. This
restraints users from fully taking advantage of the recent developments inmachine learning algo-
rithms.

This motivated us to develop a machine learning toolbox that provides an easy, unified way for
solving certain types of machine learning problems. The result is a toolbox, called SHOGUN, with
a focus on large-scale learning using kernel methods and SVMs. It provides a generic interface to 15
SVM implementations, among them SVMlight, LibSVM, GPDT, SVMLin, LibLinear, and OCAS.
The SVMs can be easily combined with more than 35 different kernel functions.1 The toolbox not
only provides efficient implementations of the most common kernels, like the linear, polynomial,
Gaussian, and sigmoid, but also comes with several recently developed kernels such as the locality
improved, Fisher, TOP, spectrum, and the WD kernels for sequence analysis (see Sonnenburg et al.,
2007; Ben-Hur et al., 2008; Schweikertet al., 2009, and references therein). Moreover, it offers op-
tions for using precomputed kernels and allows easy integration of new implementations of kernels.
One of SHOGUN’s key features is thecombined kernelto construct weighted linear combinations
of multiple kernels that may even be defined on different input domains. Also, several Multiple
Kernel Learning algorithms based on different regularization strategiesare available to optimize the
weighting of the kernels (e.g., Sonnenburg et al., 2006a; Kloft et al., 2010).

Currently, two- and multiclass classification and regression are best supported. In addition to
kernel and distance based methods, SHOGUN implements many linear methods and features algo-
rithms to train hidden Markov models. Furthermore, it provides the basic functionality for solving
label sequence learning problems (Hidden Semi-Markov SVMs; cf. Rätsch and Sonnenburg, 2007;
Schweikertet al., 2009). The input feature objects can be dense or sparse vectors ofstrings, in-
tegers (8, 16, 32 or 64 bit; signed or unsigned), or floating point numbers (32 or 64 bit), and can
be converted into different feature types. Chains of “pre-processors” (e.g., subtracting the mean)
can be attached to each feature object allowing on-the-fly pre-processing. Finally, several com-
monly used performance measures, like accuracy and area under ROC or precision-recall curves,
are implemented in SHOGUN.

An important aspect in the design of SHOGUN was to enable very large-scale learning. It is
structured in a way that there is as little as possible overhead for storing the data and intermediate
results. Moreover, whenever possible, we implemented auxiliary routines that allow faster com-
putation of combinations of kernel elements that lead to significant speedup during training (for
some SVM implementations, e.g., SVMlight and GPDT) and evaluation (Sonnenburg et al., 2007).
Furthermore, linear SVMs can be efficiently trained using on the fly computedfeature spaces, even
mixing sparse, dense and other data types.

This allowed us to use SHOGUN for solving several large-scale learning problems in biological
sequence analysis, for example, splice site recognition with up to 50 million example sequences for
training (Sonnenburg et al., 2007; Franc and Sonnenburg, 2009) and transcription start site recog-

1. Complete lists of SVM and kernel implementations together with user and developer documentation is available at
http://www.shogun-toolbox.org/doc.
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nition with almost 7 billion test sequences (Sonnenburg et al., 2006b). SHOGUN’s core functions
are encapsulated in a library (libshogun) and are easily accessible and extendible by C++ appli-
cation developers. What sets SHOGUN apart from many other machine learning toolboxes, is that
it provides interactive user interfaces to most major scripting languages that are currently used in
scientific computing, in particularPython, MATLAB , Octave, R, and a command-line version.

All classes and functions are documented and come with over 600 examples and a tutorial for
new users and developers is part of the release.2 Furthermore, there is an open access tutorial on
SVMs (Ben-Hur et al., 2008) that provides a SHOGUN-based command-linetool for illustrative
examples (available athttp://svmcompbio.tuebingen.mpg.de). Maintaining high code quality
is ensured by a test suite that supports running the algorithms for each interface on predefined inputs
in order to detect breakage. SHOGUN runs on POSIX platforms, such asLinux, BSD, Mac OS X,
Cygwin, andSolaris.

2. Modular, Extendible Object-Oriented Design

SHOGUN is implemented in an object-oriented way using C++ as the programming language. All
objects inherit fromCSGObject, which provides means for garbage collection via reference count-
ing, serialization, and versioning of the object. The implementations of many classes employtem-
platesenabling SHOGUN’s support of many different data types without code duplication. As the
source code and user documentation is automatically generated usingdoxygen and written in-place
in the header files, it also drastically reduces the amount of work needed tomaintain the documenta-
tion. As an example of SHOGUNs object-oriented design, consider the classCClassifier: From
this class,CKernelMachine, for example, is derived and provides basic functions for applying a
trained kernel classifier (computingf (x) = ∑N

i=1 αi k(x,xi) + b) thus enabling code re-use when-
ever possible. The same holds forCDistanceMachine andCLinearClassifier (which provides
f (x) = w · x+b etc.). Currently, SHOGUN implements 329 classes (see Figure 1 in supplemen-
tary material available athttp://www.shogun-toolbox.org/jmlr10 for a sketch of the main
classes).3

3. Interfaces to Scripting Languages and Applications

Built around SHOGUN’s core are two types of interfaces: A modular interface that makes use of
the SWIG (http://www.swig.org), and a static interface. Thanks to SWIG, the modular interface
provides the exact same objects in a modular object-oriented way that are available from C++ to
other languages, such asR, Python, andOctave. Using so-calledtypemaps, it is convenient to
provide type mappings from the native datatype used in the interface to SHOGUN. For example, a
functionvoid set features(double* features, int n, int m) can be called directly from
Octavewith a single matrix argument, for example,set features(randn(3,4)). The variablesn
andm are then automatically set to the matrix dimensions and together with a data pointer passed
to the SHOGUN core.

SHOGUN also provides a static interface with the same structure for all supported plattforms
, including the command-line interface where inputs are provided as either strings or files. It is

2. Examples are also accessible online athttp://www.shogun-toolbox.org/doc/examples.html.
3. Seehttp://www.shogun-toolbox.org/doc/annotated.html for the full annotated class listing.
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implemented independent of the target language through the classCSGInterface, which provides
abstract functions to deliver or obtain data from any particular plattform.

A community around SHOGUN is continuously developing, with a growing numberof projects
building on it (cf.http://mloss.org/software/tags/shogun) and a mailing list with more than
100 subscribed users.4 By 10/2009, there had been at least 1,100 installations under theLinux
distributionsDebianandUbuntu. We will continue to develop SHOGUN and are confident that it
is and will continue to be useful, and will make an increasing impact beyond themachine learning
community by benefiting diverse applications.
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